### Across

1. NBCUniversal's parent company
8. Prom purchases
15. Grounded?
16. "Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt" actor
17. Five-armed ocean creature
18. First nation to hold elections over the Internet
19. MODERNLY
21. Problematic, as merch.
22. "Ayup," in Amiens
23. Feline in constellations
24. Bother consistently
26. Firm
29. Urban blanket
32. Prop used in the first electricity test
33. Congresswoman who was once a bartender, briefly
35. Employed
37. NASTIER
40. It's everybody you disapprove of
41. 23andMe material
42. Sharpen, as shears
43. Difficult problem
45. Worthwhile object
49. INTRODUCE
53. Gastropub glassful
54. "Is that the best you've got?"
55. INTRODUCE
60. "I'm buying this round, the same?"
62. "Darn right that happened"
63. Like high stakes poker
64. Placed side by side
65. Starting position?
66. Hesitate, verbally
6. Bathroom partition
7. Game that 2048 liberally ripped off
8. Spun wax
9. Lover boy's flower
10. ___ nous
11. "On Becoming a God in Central Florida" channel, for short
12. Clean up
13. Airline that sponsors the clubs Real Madrid, Paris Saint-Germain, and Arsenal, to name a few
14. Hurt
20. Request at the deli
25. Japanese dogs
27. One singing to the cops
28. Fielding who co-hosts "The Great British Baking Show"
30. Giant Mel
31. Steel
34. Cheater's paper
36. Singer ___ Del Rey
37. "Don't tell me that!"
38. Like shorter golf sessions
39. Abilene-to-Austin dir.
40. Some holy men
44. Lifts
46. Didn't dance around the truth
47. Storybook girl who lives in New York's Plaza Hotel
48. TLC member
50. Jerk
52. Impressive feat
56. Rider's rope
57. Deco illustrator born Romain de Tirtoff
58. Pakistani's language
59. Amphibian in a witch's cauldron
61. Some people wait for it

### Down

1. The universe and everything
2. With the leadoff man retired
3. Real bully
4. Law firm job
5. Pretentious and then some
6. Bath partition
7. Game that 2048 liberally ripped off
8. Spun wax
9. Lover boy's flower
10. ____ nous
11. "On Becoming a God in Central Florida" channel, for short
12. Clean up
13. Airline that sponsors the clubs Real Madrid, Paris Saint-Germain, and Arsenal, to name a few
14. Hurt
20. Request at the deli
25. Japanese dogs
27. One singing to the cops
28. Fielding who co-hosts "The Great British Baking Show"
30. Giant Mel
31. Steel
34. Cheater's paper
36. Singer ___ Del Rey
37. "Don't tell me that!"
38. Like shorter golf sessions
39. Abilene-to-Austin dir.
40. Some holy men
44. Lifts
46. Didn't dance around the truth
47. Storybook girl who lives in New York's Plaza Hotel
48. TLC member
50. Jerk
52. Impressive feat
56. Rider's rope
57. Deco illustrator born Romain de Tirtoff
58. Pakistani's language
59. Amphibian in a witch's cauldron
61. Some people wait for it